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Testimonials 

 

"Dear Ole, thank you so much for your wonderful initiation into Gold Reiki! I felt waves of 
warmth and energy spread over my body. I am a Reiki Usui teacher so I have 
experience working with energies and I have to tell you that your Gold Reiki brings a 
huge amount of good and light. 
It was my first initiation with you but certainly not the last." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"You did a clearing for me very recently… it was amazing Ole. I am still enjoying its 
benefits. Thank you again for all the love you share." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Thank you 🙏 Your attunements have changed my life!" 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

(Feline Reiki) 

"My oldest tomcat who doesn't really like to stroke/touch stayed very still and stretched 
out so relaxed. I felt the energy go to his tummy. My youngest tomcat always likes it, he 

also lay down even more relaxed and enjoy very quietly 🧡" 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Thank you so much I always love your energies, which is why I've been coming back 
since 2010!" 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

(Bastet's Complete Healing System) 
 
"The Attunement ceremony was a very beautiful Experience from start to finish.. 
Both The visuals..and the colours I saw were out of this world!.. 
If I could have “bottled up” and saved this lovely experience..it would be definitely 
something worth watching again & again.. 
 
I felt a lovely warmth all over my body.. 
My hands were tingling as well.. 
 
(I have always been a great Dog lover.. 
A friend of mine has 9 cats and am African Grey)..This has made me love cats as well).. 
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I was face to face with a beautiful cat.. 
We were both looking into each other’s third eye.. 
I did see a lot of “Third eyes” as well coming out of a beautiful colourful sky!.. 
(My Third eye was also tingling).. 
 
I also saw myself walking with different Kinds of Animals..especially 
Elephants..Lions & Tigers..& Monkeys.. 
 
The beautiful energies lasted for 40 minutes.. 
 
I did test the energy as you suggested.. 
I felt a nice buzzing feeling in my hands.. 

Thank you Ole. I have tried these energies and they have helped me increase my 
channelling ability. All of the energies I get attuned from you have helped a lot. So, 
thank you very much." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Ole thank you so much! I have never felt attunements so strongly as I have with you. I 
have been practicing Reiki and professional energy and body work since 1998. I have to 
say, these experiences I have had with you have meant ALOT to me. I have been able 
to see things more clearly in a more objective and with a more big picture perspective. 
To have these attunements with you and have received them directly from you has 
revived my spirit, heart and purpose. I appreciate all you have created and manifested 
within this field. You have brought into life so much love and happiness for so many 
people!" 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“...the Gold Reiki Millennium energies feels much stronger now compared to the earlier 
Gold Reiki. It will be interesting to work with these energies…” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you very much for having initiated the Millennium Gold Reiki today. 
I informed water with Gold Reiki and felt the energy very strongly in my body. 
The water is very soft and I feel strong energy while drinking it. 
I love the Energy. “ 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Thank you very much for a beautiful Original Reiki attunement! 
 
The energy is amazing, strong and gentle at the same time. 
 
I am Usui Reiki Master-Teacher and I can feel the difference in energy intensity, it's the 
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same energy but Original Reiki is more powerful and higher in vibrations. 
 
Another thing that I love is the simplicity of this system and your way of teaching it." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Ole, 

Thanks for the wonderful Attunement. During the Silver Reiki meditation felt a wonderful 
energy surrounding the body, around the entire perimeter, a few inches above the skin. 
Great meditation and healing system. 
Many Blessings and thanks again” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you so much for the lovely energy and the beautiful certificate 😀🙏 

 
I just meditated with the Copper Reiki energy ! very refreshing ! 

Felt so lighter and then a sudden burst of energy 😀 very rejuvenating !Also charged a 

piece of jewellery with this lovely energy ! And yes i did a hands on self session too..It 
works just beautiful ! removes all tensions, aches and pains ! 
 

Also i felt a strong presence of Hindu God Shiva while accessing the energy 😀🙏 

 

Many Thanks 😁🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

I wanted to tell you that I have been using Abundantia's package of attunements . It is 
great, I really feel she is very powerful for enhancing my prosperity, wealth, and luck. 
thank you for it.” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Thank you so much for the lovely energies from Blue gifts from Archangel Michael ! 
Absolutely love the energy and the beautiful certificates ! 
 
Archangel Michael blue mist is a lovely energy !Meditating with it felt like I was 
completely wrapped in a beautiful mist filled with the care and protection of AA Michael 
!for 15 minutes i felt absolute peace ..prepared the spray bottle and started applying the 
mist (filled the bottle with rose water) and it feels so cool & good ! 
 
Archangel Michael's blue crown felt like a breeze on my entire body ! also a slight 
tingling in the crown chakra area! 
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Archangel Michael's sphere of wisdom felt like strong protective energy !It helps to focus 
on what is needed at the moment ! 
 
Archangel Michael's wand is an excellent energy to cleanse stagnant energy ! i tried 
cleansing the room with this energy and it works very fast ! 
 
Archangel Michael's Cape is extremely protective ..I just activated it and felt very good 
!felt very lighter! 
 

Many Thanks🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Hello Ole! Thank you very much for the attunements. All the attunements have been 
amazing. The kundalini reiki attunement was really powerful, my hands were on fire 
even before receiving the email, they were so hot that I had to check if you were 
performing the attunement at that moment. I have been using kundalini reiki almost 
every day. Last night attunements I knew you were doing them because of my hands, 
they were on fire again. Today I am integrating all the energy that I received because it 
is quite strong. Thank you very much for sharing all these energies and for your 
commitment to humanity. 
 
A million blessings.” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you so much for this wonderful attunement [Consciousness Reiki System]. I did 
experience the energy and it felt like the whole body was electrified and even vibrating 
at times. Very powerful energy throughout the entire system, and thanks again for all 
the great energy work!” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you so much for the energy attunements of Archangel Gabriel's Wings and 

Violet Cloud from Goddess Eir and the beautiful certificates🙏 

 
The energies are beautiful..AA Gabriel's wings energy felt so strong and protective .very 
supportive energy 
 
Violet cloud from Goddess Eir is warm and felt it carries the blessings of Norse gods & 

goddess 🙏Goddess Eir's presence is always healing and this energy carries her 

soothing protective energies 🙏 

 

Many Thanks for this lovely energies🙏” 
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•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you very much for the Attunement of Archangel Michael's Spring. 
For the test, I had attuned a water tap and then drank a glass of water. 
I felt very strong energy in my solar plexus and also in other chakras. 
i love this attunement.” 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you so much for sending the energies of Yellow Golden Ascension System and 

the beautiful certificate 🙏 

 
It is a beautiful toolbox .The energies are warm & strong yet gentle ! 
Yellow Golden Flower works gently on the heart chakra and gives deeper insights . 
Yellow Golden Triangle energy is very protective and cleansing.Yellow Golden Diamond 
energy is soothing and the energies just makes you stay stronger and more optimistic 

😁 

 

Many Thanks🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you for the Archangel Sachiel's Cloud of Joy attunement and the beautiful 
certificate ! 
 
The energy is warm and nourishing . Once I apply this energy it feels deeply relaxing 

.Many thanks for this wonderful energetic massage🙏 Unwinding at the end of the day 

floating in this energy is refreshing😀” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you so much for the Gold Reiki energy attunement and the beautiful certificate 

🙏 

 
The energy is beautiful ..It's warm and uplifting and extremely rejuvenating ! I feel my 

overall connection to reiki energy has strengthened 🙏 An amazing upgrade of energy ! 

I found the manual of gold reiki very informative & helpful🙏 

 
Many thanks for this energy ! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“A thousand thanks to you for my Original Reiki Healing System attunements. 

 
I fell in love with your amazing original system. 
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I'm feeling the energy flowing through my hands with the same intensity as the water 
flowing into a mountain river, which is mind blowing. 
 
Nothing compares with this sensation and nothing can replace this unbelievable 
experience. 
 

🙏 

 
Furthermore, Goddess Eir’s Nectar helps me to be more focused and calm at work, and 
with Rejuvenation Reiki from Venus among other signs, my white wires of hair seem to 
turn back to the original color (if is not my imagination). 
 

😂😂😂 

 
I'm extremely grateful for all your amazing discounts as well as for all my attunements, 
your wonderful blessings. 
 
I'm sending you a ginormous THANK YOU from the bottom of my heart. 
 

🙏🙏🙏🙏💞” 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
“Thank you very much for the Golden Dust gift attunement. I have been having 
problems with my left eye for several months. I had unusual and disturbing symptoms. 
Today my eyes are great! I am also much calmer.” 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you for everything you share ⭐️❤️⭐️ 

 
I now performed a healing session on myself with Gold Reiki and Golden Dust at the 

same time 🙏🏼 

 
I have no words to describe the amazing mix of energies. Really looking forward to 
getting to know these energies, what they can do to me now and in the future - as well 

as the wisdom they will bring ❤️⭐️❤️⭐️ WOW 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you for a beautiful and wonderful course..[Path to Rejuvenation] 
I loved the experiences of all the Attunements.. 
And I love the manual.. 
Your course has made me more aware of Time/illusion..& The concept of Aging!.. 
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And I am enjoying the energies of the Activations.. 
 
Thank you.. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you so much Ole!! I am in love with the kundalini Reiki system - I have been 
practicing for a year, and I'm so happy I got to connect with you! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you so much for the energy of Orange Sphere from the Sun and Red Brown 

Light from Mother Earth and the beautiful certificates🙏 

 
I love the beautiful orange sphere from the Sun. while meditating with the energy felt the 
radiant bright energy of the Sun god. it increases the life force .The energy heals all the 
fatigue and tiredness ! 
 
Red Brown Light from Mother Earth energy cleanses all the chakras at once ! At the 
same time this energy is very gentle and nourishing ! The simple affirmation given in the 
manual works wonders.. "I accept abundance from Mother Earth and I allow Mother 

Earth to open my Kundalini for the highest good."...Simple and Beautiful🙏 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you so much for sending the attunements from the "New Package for These 

Times" and the beautiful certificates 🙏 

 
These are amazing energies much needed in these times ! 
 
Buddha's Support energy is extremely grounding ! peaceful and calm energy! 
 
Jophiel’s SunSphere helps to stay strong and focused and the energies really help to 
boost immunity . 
 
Hanael’s Loving Hand is a beautiful energy of peace .Felt the energy subtle and gentle , 
found it transforms grief & sorrow quickly. 
 
Goddess Eir’s Fusion energies helps to receive divine messages clearly. felt it opened 
and enhanced the three upper chakras. 
 
Ariel’s Flower of Nourishment energy made me feel so protected ,felt so much peace . 
 

Thank you both for these amazing energies 🙏 
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•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
It was an honor to be attuned to Feline Reiki as much as I had (and I'm still having) a 
strong attraction and connection with the Egyptology history as well as a strong bond 
and ginormous love for cats (and for the entire animals' kingdom of course). 
 
For me the Goddess Bast Attunement was fantastic. The energy into my heart Chakra 
and all over my hands was extraordinary, and I had lots of cats from my belly button up 
me. The energy was strong a long time after I finished my attunement. 
 
At level 2 – after my attunement session (that take at list an hour in general) I've 
charged different objects with the Ankh energy, and it was very interesting because I felt 
the energy not going into that object (for instance a crystal) but rather I felt the energy 
becoming stronger in different parts of my body depending on the material from which 
the object was made. 
 
My attunement for level 3 – the “Master Level” effectively was a symphony of energies 

all over my body. MAGNIFICENT! POWERFUL! UNFORGETTABLE!🤗😇💓 

 
My sincere gratitude for ALL my amazing attunements!!! 
 
I LOVE ALL of them! 
 

💓💓💓💓💓💓 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Many thanks and blessings for my new attunemets: Archangel Nathaniel's 5 Gifts from 
Sirius and the 5 Gifts of the Holy Spirit Packages. 
 
I'm super-excited and I'm playing a lot with all of my new attunemets. 
 
From the second that I finished to activate the “light bomb” I felt a shift in the energy of 
the room. It lights up the skin of my hands. 
 
I”Holy” my entire space of living with all the gifts and the vibrations are magnificent. My 
spiritual work is different now that I've raised the vibrations. Powerful gifts and tools 
indeed. I congratulate myself for being wise enough to purchase the Holy Spirit 
Package. 
 
You have so many treasures on your site, and honesty it's not easy at all to choose, or 
to try to prioritize some of them and to let others somewhere later. Sometimes I spend 
two days on your website to be sure that I'm making the right decision for that moment. 
 
Archangel Nathaniel's 5 Gifts from Sirius is another mind-blowing treasure. 
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Archangel Nathaniel started to guide me, and I'm so blessed, happy and grateful to you 
for my new BFF. 
 

😇 

 
Ethereal Crystals from Sirius changes not only the water's structure, but also the taste. 
 

🤔 

 
White light from Sirius is strong and beautiful. I felt the energy not only into my third eye, 
but also the energy goes down into my hands. 
 

😀 

 
The Silver Flower is making miracles onto my tailbones, knees and ankles' pain. It is 
unbelievably powerful! 
 

🙏 

 
The White Triangle now is my favorite tool. At almost every 10 minutes I'm changing 
something else on it, and I love it a lot! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

While applying Yellow Stars from Archangel Jophiel energy found it very refreshing cool 

and strong😊 

 
While applying Golden Star Essence from Solar Angels energy felt some heat on palm 
chakras and it cleanses and clears the chakras and aura really fast .works beautifully as 

a stand alone system .🙏 

 
I just want to tell you that all certificates issued are beautifully designed but must say i 

really love the designs of Gold reiki certificates and Light Reiki. They are beautiful🙏 

 

Many thanks 🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you, Ole, so much ! Powerful, as usually 🙏❤️ 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you for sending the energies of Light Reiki and the beautiful certificate 🙏 

 
I have started using the energy of light reiki and it's just amazing .It feels light and helps 
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to cleanse any negativity from the aura really fast ! The energy boosts immunity ! 
wonderful energy to start a day ! 
 

Many Thanks 🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
 (Translated by Google Translate: Thank you very much for such wonderful energy I 
use the star Algol is great energy helps me a lot in my everyday life when I ask her for 
help I feel its strength and I feel very good with all my heart I am grateful to you. (bardzo 
Tobie dziękuję za tak cudne energie korzystam z gwiazdy Algol jest wspaniała energia 
bardzo mi pomaga w moim codziennym życiu jak proszę ją o pomoc to czuję jej siłę i 
jest mi bardzo dobrze z całego serca jestem Tobie wdzięczna.) 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Dear Marijana, thank you very much for your amazing attunement! When you sent the 
Royal Stars Reiki attunement to me, I felt energy moving. That was very powerful. 
Thank you,” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

I tried Metatrons Shield last night and slept really well and through which is a rare thing 
for me. 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thanks so much! This morning I have tried Gold Reiki at the park when I saw your 
email, for just 2 minutes cos I needed to go back to work, and OMG - my whole body 
and mind awakened! I am still feeling so alive, like unstoppable. After trying the energy 
my mind became so focused and sharp and this feeling and knowing/sense that there is 
nothing I cannot do or achieve is a constant! I looooove it! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you for the Goddess Eir's Attunement.  The day following the attunement was 
when I began feeling her energy.  I was very peaceful and relieved a lot of stress.  My 
dreams are more vivid.  Also I have a joyful energy elevation. 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you for this fantastic energy system🙏 

 
The channeled message from Goddess Bast is reassuring and calming ! "Be Strong but 
show emotions .See the strength in the emotional side of your being" .It's such a 
beautiful message ! 
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I found the energy of Goddess Bast so gentle but fiercely protective !The first level 
energies were so gentle and filled with the loving presence of Bast ! The golden level 
energies felt gentle yet powerful and deeply nourishing at many levels ! The third level 
attunement energies are extremely transformative . it also replenishes the life force 
energy ! Meditating on Mau Symbol gives deeper insights ! while meditating for the first 

time saw a golden colour cat 😀 

 
Many thanks for this healing energy ! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 

Words aren't enough, Ole! I am forever grateful! Thank you 💜✨ 

Thank you for sending Silver Reiki energy attunement; the manual & the beautiful 
certificate! The energy is really revitalizing!  tried self-treatment with the energies during 
day time and  night time; found the energy working beautifully both during day time & 

night time but must admit a bit more sparkling & protective during day time😂 and the 

water also tastes better after charging with silver reiki energy😀 Many Thanks🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank You so much for the energy attunement of Ruby Reiki and the beautiful 

certificate😀 

 

I found the energy to be warm and cheerful 😀 it completely removes lethargy and 

extremely protective !It just sends you springing into action ! 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you for the Consciousness Reiki energy and the beautiful certificate 😁🙏 

 
The energy is very pure ! After applying the energy felt so much mental clarity ! 

It works perfectly well without symbols too😁 But with symbols it works faster😁 I love 

to use energy with and without the symbols😂 

 

Many thanks 😁🙏 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you so much for the energies and the beautiful certificates ! 
 
Full Spectrum Light is a beautiful warm energy ! it just dissolves any fear, stress or 
anxiety quickly and after a session with FSL feels so calm and energetic ! 
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Eye of horus energies are very healing and protective ! While meditating with it for the 
first time I saw a blue light which was very soothing and I feel the energy enhances & 
enriches potential of the human brain ! 
 
AA Sachiel's Golden Hexagon's are just amazing ! they just wash away all the impurities 
from the Aura ! excellent to use after a hospital visit or crowded places ! 
 
Many Thanks for these lovely energies ! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

The energy test of Hindu God Ganesha, went well. It is very warm soothing and 
encouraging energy! 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Hi, Ole! 
Thank you so much for the attunement it is beautiful and powerful , love rainbow rays 

and the energy it brings ❤️ 

Also wanted to give you feed back about rejuvenation reiki from Venus and latest 
rejuvenation course , I am so thrilled, using it with time I noticed I look much younger 
and better ( not only me also my aesthetic doctor, who is less happy;))) 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I have had a physio kundalini syndrome for more than 30 years. I was saved by your 
kundalini reiki..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"My dear, phenomenal! The energy is still working. You managed to cleanse my fourth 
chakra. I could feel my spine, vertebra by vertebra. In the beginning, everything was 
green and I had a feeling that you were next to me. It is the strong energy but, pleasant 
and beautiful. Thanks from the bottom of my heart!"  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Ole, 
 
As always, pure sparkles of energy run through my body every time I connect to these 

energies. They are warm and relaxing - just what I need 😄😄💜 I love them all! 

 
Thank you, thank you. I am grateful, very grateful for having the chance to have all 
these energies in my life! 
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•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

I have completed Angels of Rejuvenation and Mastering Abundance by Ascended 
Master Abundantia Course. 

I want to thank you for the gift (Abundance Course) which was a very kind gesture from 
both of you ! It is an amazing energy !The energy feels so good ! The Nourishment 
energy from Abundantia is my favourite among all the energies in the system ..It makes 
me feel so complete and loved ! In fact all of them are really powerful ! Thank you for 

introducing the Gratitude Diary & Powerful Planner in the course notes 🙏 

 
"The writing process is a reminder note for you how to be grateful, how to make it a 

routine for you to be grateful" so beautiful lines😁 

 
Apart from the lovely energies this course comes with a well explained manual ! 
 
Am so thankful for these lovely energies from Abundantia! 
 
Angels of Rejuvenation is an excellent energy for rejuvenation ! The energies are very 
soothing and energising ! It boosts vitality ! An excellent energy to start the day ! It also 
gently reminds you that your body ,soul and mind are deeply connected ! 
 
Many thanks for these energy systems ! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Liebe Marijana, vielen Dank für die Einstimmung und das Diplom. Ich hatte sogar 
Angst bekommen, da die Ohrgeräusche von Grillen, so gewaltig war. Es war eine 
Frequenz und eine Schwingung im Kopf zu spüren, die ich noch nie erlebt habe. 
Gerade eben habe ich mir 4 x 5 Minuten auf dem dazugehörigen Chakra eine 
Anwendung gegeben und fühle mich nun zufrieden und sehr entspannt. Vielen Dank 
und einen wunderschönen Abend noch.”  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"As if the energy was flowing from my head to my heels, from chakra to chakra. It 
started from the heart chakra. Phenomenal! I can’t believe. I wish I could feel this 
phenomenal every day like I feel now. I felt wonderful sensations, going up and down."  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“I feel like a STAR ... I feel magical, grateful ... I feel myself shining from the inside and I 
am very happy. This has a special place in my life, a special purpose and a special 
charm. <3 Thank you, Marijana Gabrielsen, to the ANTARES and back!” 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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I have always enjoyed the attunements and articles received from you. High Quality !! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Many Thanks for sending the 6 Archangel Sigil energy attunements and the beautiful 
Certificate ! 
 
The Sigils are beautiful but also simple & easy to remember! Loved meditating with all 
of them ! while meditating with Archangel Zadkiel Sigil of kundalini saw a beautiful 
golden serpent emitting golden light ! All the sigils are extremely powerful and blessed 
by the Archangels ! 
 
Thank you once again for these beautiful energies ! 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“It is veeeeeery nice… Strong but gentle, like a hug. It is somehow spiral, that’s how I 
feel it. The energy is wonderful!”  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
I am grateful for your Kundalini Reiki Millenium attunement. I do feel increased flow and 
buzzing every time I think of the energy. 
Thank you very much! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Everything is pulsing in me, I can’t say if it’s my heart or a bit lower. I felt the energy 
coming through my lower belly and my head. I have never felt this energy, it is very 
different. I feel excited since I have been thinking to contact you for a long time. I still 
feel the energy, especially on the forehead and my heartbeat is a little bit stronger. I 
exactly knew when you were cleansing my chakras."  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Thank you, my dear, for this beautiful experience from the bottom of my heart! I 
accepted this energy from you with love and pleasure.”  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you Ole!!! 
As always the energy is amazing! 
So grateful for the attunement. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 

Thank you so much for the lovely energies and the beautiful certificates 😀 

 
White cloud from Archangel Gabriel is very soothing ! it feels like an embrace from the 
kind & loving Gabriel and in an instant mind & body is relaxed ! 
 
Navy Blue Crystal from Archangel Nathaniel is amazing ! meditating with the energy put 
everything into perspective !this energy is really “a detector for good things”. 
 

Many thanks for these amazing energies🙏😇 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you so much for your wonderful attunements! I had unforgettable experience with 
these energies! Looking forward to receiving more attunements from you :) 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Hands of Light ...which is again an amazing attunement ! These gloves of light are 
extremely helpful . I feel the energy flows more smoothly while wearing these light 

gloves 😀 and it gives a secure feeling😀 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Thank you Ole. Being here and receiving all these energies from you it's a completely 

different blessing! It's Divine and Unique? It's so so pure 💕 Thank you for all that you 

do! ✨ 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"I feel fine! Thank you! The exact sensation is a sort of energy spinning inside myself... 
"Something" begins at the the base of my spine and then spins in my upper body. My 
crown chakra also seems very active. My hands and feets are hot and I feel a flow 
through them. A big hug and best regards."  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

So so beautiful. Thank you so much. The Earth Message [Earth Reiki] is so pure and 

beautiful. A very good wakeup call and reminder 🙏 As always these are lovely 

energies. Star Vega has my Heart and Solar Plexus Chakras burning - so strong the 

flow of energy 😊 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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Thank you so much for the upgraded attunement (KR upgrade)! It is wonderful, 
incredibly strong and very uplifting! And the new certificate is very beautiful! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Dear Marijana, I still enjoy the fine energies and I thank you! :-) Hugs. 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Wooooooooow! Wow, wow, wow! It is very powerful. It is magnificent energy and much 
stronger than before. Thank you from the bottom of my heart, my dear." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...wow, water has a softer taste and skins feels softer!! [Mucovite Mica attunement] 
Adding water with Mica energy into a spray bottle and spray directly on skin and in 
rooms...amazing energy!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Love this energy [Mucovite Mica attunement], great feeling like some hot liquid flow 
over my body... I tried all tests and skin is very nice and soft! Thank you very much! 
Simply amazing!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I've been using Muscovite Mica on my water and it becomes softer. Thank you so 
much. I am using it in a spray bottle too, and my skin is noticeably more hydrated..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Mica was so strong and not like anything I have experienced before. And yes, water 
is much softer. Thank you again..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I have used Muscovite Mica with my water and that water is noticeably softer. I have 
filled water into a small spray bottle and energized with "Gold energy" and "Muscovite 
Mica". The water feels wonderful on the skin. My skin feels younger. I feel the energy 
strongly in my back and in my heart Chakra as I energize the water..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Dear Marijana, the energy is strong, it is nice, I felt “rocking”, especially in the higher 
chakras. Since I love to put my hands in the prayer position, I felt stronger heat in my 
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palms. I felt also the flow through my spine and I surrendered to the feeling. Thank you 
very much, I am truly happy to get this attunement."  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Good morning dear Ole and Marijana - I have recently bought many manuals and 
attunements from your website; I would like to thank you for the wonderful systems that 
are full of power. I think when I read the manuals I feel a rush in my head and get the 
attunements while reading the manual. All the energies feel very powerful and they are 
also very good to use for the third eye and the healing of pain or mental problems. I will 
buy again..." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you so much. Very uplifting energy! (Solar Angels) 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Marijana, this is wonderful… I am just coming back to myself now. I felt the permeation 
and unity at all levels with these celestial bodies. The energies were gentle, subtle but, 
strong… All the chakras were activated at once, I felt them. I had the impression that 
the time stopped how the permeation was strong. Thank you so much. The energy flow 
is great, I have tried it. It is really strong and deep permeation."  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
“...thank you very much for this wonderful attunement. It was an intense experience and 
is in fact still going on... What blessing! I will come back to you for the other 
attunements... :-) ...” 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"Wonderful! The energy I felt was both so strong and nourishing at the same time. 
Thank you from the bottom of my heart. First I felt pleasant breeze down the whole 
spine, and then a huge flow as if it was a stream or a river, so much that I felt strong 
heat." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Dear Ole, Thank you so very much for these wonderful attunements! I was connected to 
some of the Masters and Archangels for years and after being attuned I can totally feel 
the difference! I feel Their presence even better and hear Their voices even stronger 
and clearer ;))) Thank you for helping me to become closer friends with these most 
wonderful Divine Beings! With much love and gratitude 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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"It was beautiful, I went to some other dimension with so much white light and I was 
“flying”. Dear, I can’t explain how it was; I am still under the impression how wonderful it 
was. Oh, strong, really strong energy. My whole palms were prickling and, down the 
whole left part of the back some mild energy is still running. I felt the area around the 
third eye opening. Thank you endlessly, thank you a lot, my dear. " 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear OLE, Your gold reiki attunement was extremely beautiful. I saw a huge golden 
yellow sphere which surrounded my whole body. Then, I felt immense joy. It was 
mesmerizing. Thank you so much 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
The attunements I received last week were wonderfully intense and powerful, definitely 
the most direct and complete connection to the Archangels I have ever had. Thank you 
infinitely for this service! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
That was an amazing attunement that brought me to life ! About an hour after you 
performed it I felt suddenly so energetic, I had to jump and run all over the place, I was 
moving with no effort and no tiredeness, I also got a strong sense of Lanto's character, 
someone who gets things done easily decide and just do! My mood shifted to such an 
alive, optimistic and go-to attitude. I love Lanto's energy it was a great choice I am really 
looking forward to work with him on a regular basis! Thank you so much! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Thank you so much for the light-blue sphere from the Moon attunement and the 

beautiful certificate !😀 

 
The energy is very nurturing and feels like a cool breeze! it also stirs up a lot of 

emotions 😅 the energy is loving & protective too ! 

 

Many Thanks🙏 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
I am feeling so much better since your attunements. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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"...your help and attunements have really helped a sick and depraved man like myself. 
Over the year your attunements and suggestions really helped. So be proud of your 
accomplishments..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

"...That was incredible. The energies have just grounded into my body. The magnetism 
was vast and powerful and became pure energy/consciousness. So divine and beautiful 
was the experience. My heart chakra so expansive and I could feel a healing in my 
physical body too from left eye to right shoulder blade to the right eye. The bones 
physically moving. The magnetism changed to fire as the energies grounded and I still 
feel that recalibration going on. My body loves this. My Hara and Root chakras are alive 
and deep. My coccyx just wiggled as I write and the sacrum is alive.....a lot going on 
there.......exciting! Thank so very much Marijana. You are a Beautiful and Divinely 
Powerful Lady/Goddess. I know that I am going to love working with the System and 
Lanto too! My body is still drinking the energies in but I am very grounded......that is, 
amazing because that is something I usually find harder to do. WOW! So Much Love 
and Gratitude and Pure Joy!..."  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
I also wish to thank you for your attunement, which I "downloaded". It was wonderful ~ 
gentle and yet so powerful. I could literally feel the energy coursing through me, truly 
amazing! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you for all you do. It has been improving the life of me and others around me at 
an unimaginable speed. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

“Dear Marijana, these are strong energies and I felt it working in the Sahasrara, Ajna, 
and Anahata, also hands and in the left and right brain, finally in the whole body. The 
quality of light was sometimes changing, I still feel the energy working in the head. 
Great work. Thank you so much. Blessings and hugs.”  

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you so much for the attunements, they made a profound difference in the way I 
feel. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
I was so impressed with the results of the last attunements that I would like to have 
another. 
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•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
I got your attunement this morning and it was splendid ! You gave me a lot of idea, 
words, technique and all was what I wanted to have. Thank you so much ! I am sure 
that I will have another personal attunement within a few months. It was so awesome ! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Ole, I enjoyed my attunements, the energies are awesome like always. Thank you very 
much! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Again thanks again for being there where others and attunements have failed. They 
have so much power and healing. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Thanks a lot ole, this attunement was great..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear, Mr. Ole Gabrielsen 
 
Thank you for your wonderful Kundalini reiki attunement yesterday and certificate and 
everything. 
 
I somehow knew, by instinct that the attunement was going to take place yesterday at 
that time. 
 
Maybe my guardian angels taught me before then. 
 
Even though, at that time I was at outside, I soon noticed when you emailed me , 
 
I preferred to stay in my car, so I did and I told myself I intend to get kundalini 
millennium attunement from you then. 
 
Then I saw by vision, bright light flew strongly and rapidly through my spine, my central 
core clockwise rotation. 
 
After that I saw big dragon, maybe it was a pair. 
 
Then passed life memory came to my mind, actually this year I was able to recall the 
passed life as Atlantis period. 
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I saw another vision of my passed life during your attunement. 
 
Another thing I felt was burning power it had a shape like big eagle through my whole 
body. 
 
Especially to both of my hand felt the power strongly, I somehow that energy to be place 
it to my third eye chakra. 
 
Then I became fall asleep. 
 
I waked up again about the same time as you emailed me that attunement has finished 
successfully. 
 
Actually 3 miracle things happened. 
 
What surprised me most was I had a ligament injury about 30 yrs ago, 
 
doctor told me 80 % of the ligaments organ was broken, 
 
So these days I always had miserable pain most 
 
of the time while I am awake, but its gone!!! 
 
I don't feel pain there anymore. 
 
I am also a certified Usui reiki teacher/master and often try to heal myself but these day 
 
I was not feeling good enough to heal myself. ( I do have qualification as another reiki 
energy also.) 
 
Thank you, Ole!!! 
 
Another thing I felt is that, I feel more centered, grounded to the earth. 
 
One more thing surprised me was I had an illegal bleeding lately. 
 
Doctor told me it wasn't malignancy bleeding, most of the cause was from me feeling 
stressed. 
 
It also stopped after your attunement!!! 
 
Your kundalini millennium attunement had the strongest energy than another 
attunement I ever received. 
 
I am feeling very so happy I ordered attunement from you. 
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Thank you very much for the discount also. 
 
I thank to God, my guardian angels, Ascended masters, guide spirits, my 
multidimentional higherself to 
 
let me find your homepage. Miracle things has happened! 
 
You are truely a wonderful healer and the person carrying happiness!!! 
 
Thank you again! 
 
Namaste! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole, 
 
Thank you for the Royal Stars Reiki v.2.0 attunement. 
 
I was surprised at how the energy felt in the first version, but I felt v.2.0 was more than 
that. 
 
Certainly getting stronger ... 
 
Is the energy demanded by the times ... 
 
This version wants to translate the manual into Japanese and share it with friends. 
 
Thank you very much. 
 
Blessings 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I have tried the Full Spectrum Light, and it is amazing..." 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Your attunements have changed my life! I have taken so many of your courses over 
the past five years through Anna May. When I neeeded help recovering from 
deathwalking the medicine society I was raised in then she was there with your 
Kundalini Reiki, and we have been moving forward to better things ever since then. I 
believe that course saved my life. Thank-you!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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"...Thanks for the Kundalini Reiki attunements. My short term memory problems and 
absences are gone!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole, 
 
Around 10.30 hour I stayed in a relaxed atmosphere. I immediately got to see various 
images and images that often turn out differently. This week I dreamed that I was 
feeling sick, I removed pieces of raw meat from my mouth, a feeling of disgust. This 
morning I got the same feeling as in that dream, a pressure above and behind my head. 
Soon I saw 2 cylinders on both sides at the side of the head, behind the eyes. 1 large 
cylinder in my solar plexus. When I meditate, I release negative energies through my 
feet and exhale. This happened differently 
 
now, a dark flowing waterfall ran from my crown. It turned into rainbow colors. I nested 
the cylinders so that I could digest them through my stomach and transform them 
through mother earth. Energien I first felt on my left side later right finally over my legs 
and body. After an hour I started to feel better and the pressure on my head, sides and 
back disappeared. Likewise the nausea. I thought all this had to do with the full Moon 
but also partly of transformation that we all are in. This feeling was 3 double 
experiences for me, the effect of my dream, the remains of implants and other hidden 
elements that did not belong to me and of course the Healing. Thank you very much Ole 
& Marijana. I wish you a nice weekend. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 

Thank you so much for the lovely energies and the certificates 🙏😀 

 

Archangel Gabriel's Star is powerful energy ! the energy did a lot of clearing work 😁 it 

gives a lot of insights while meditating with this energy🙏 

 
Archangel Sachiel's Flower is another amazing energy ! it gently alerts you and guides 
you to take care of the temple where you live- the physical body and the mother earth 

;the biggest blessings for the human 🙏 

 
Both are very potent & trans formative energies ! 
 

I am thankful for these lovely energies 🙏 

 
just want to tell you ..i received the manual for Archangel Uriel's flower instead of 

Archangel Sachiel's flower😂😅 
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I received the correct Certificate and the beautifully energies of Archangel Sachiel's 

flower😂🙏😇 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 

Thank you so much for the amazing energies & the beautiful certificates 🙏😀 

 
Archangel Nathaniel's crystal is an amazing energy ..I felt a slight pressure in the brow 
area while meditating with the energy ! the energy reminds your strength in a subtle way 
! very supportive energies for moving forward without fear! 
 
Archangel Hanael protection sphere is very very grounding ! calming energy! 
 
Many Thanks for these lovely energies ! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Thank you so much for the beautiful certificates and the amazing energies from 
protection & purification package ! 
 
Archangel Gabriel's white energy is beautiful purifying energy ! it is 
 

strong and it purifies everything that needs purification! in one word "peace"😀🙏 

 
Archangel Metatron's shield is amazing .. it gives peaceful sleep ..before going to sleep i 
activated this shield and i can say i slept peacefully and strangely i received guidance & 

solution to a problem in my dream😀🙏though it was a dream felt it very real ! so this 

energy is part of my routine now😀 

 
Archangel Raphael's green ray energy is very very healing ! love to use this along with 
Archangel Raphael's healing hands energy ! 
 
Archangel Uriel's Yellow Ray is purifying and it restores personal power ! 
 
Archangel Zadkiel's purple sparkle is energising ! it is calming and i can feel the angel 

touch and the loving protective energy 😀🙏 

 
Thank you so much ! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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Hello Ole, 
 
Thank you for performing the attunements! It was the middle of the night here in 
Canada, so I was not awake. But when I read your e-mail in the morning I recalled 
seeing some special dreams during past night. And I did feel lighter in the morning and 
more peaceful than usual. 
 
I meditated with the energy as you suggested and had very subtle sensations in my 
body, like warming in the palms of my hands for a few minutes and then cooling down, 
and a light flow of energy around my heart. My meditation felt a bit different than usual, 
and I was very clearly led to imagine my own box of gold 
 
and even put 3 affirmations in it. Amazing :) I will try to meditate with other energies in 
the similar manner. 
 
Thank you so much again! There is something else that I saw on your web-site that 
resonated with me, so I will be reaching out to you again for other attunements very 
soon. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Hi Ole and Marijana, 
 
I just want to thank you for the Crown of Jupiter attunement. It allows to to feel 
connected with ease. I am also enjoying the Archangel Raphael's healing hand, and the 
Archangel Gabriel's Star energies on a daily basis. I love angels! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 

Thank you so much for the beautiful certificates & the amazing energies 🙏 

 
The Archangel Raphael's healing hands energy is very gentle and very very healing ! it 

just calms me down and the energy reassures all will be well😀 

 
The Archangel Micheal's Lightening energy is very strong but very loving! This energy 
has a strong presence of Archangel Micheal. the energy washes away fear in a 

lightening speed😁 

 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Thank you for the amazing energy of Archangel Nathaniel and the beautiful 
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certificate😁🙏 

 
whenever i call in the energy of this wonderful Archangel am immediately calmed and 
the energy gives a sense of direction ! an excellent energy to use in these times! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Hello Mr. Gabrielsen! 
 
I've noticed when you were doing the attunement it was warm, light and very loving 

feeling. Then, I have tried to activate the Blue Cocoon! 😍 At first it was a bit warm like 

tingling. I was a bit shaken by it too like its lifting me up on the base of my spine then it 

felt breezyyy. It's so refreshing! Thank youuu so much to you and Marijana!!!! 💛🙏✨ I 

will make sure to always use this. Yiiieee! This is amaziiing!! 
 
Forever grateful, 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Thank you so much for the beautiful energies and the lovely certificates ! 
 
I have tried self healing with the energies ! They feel so energizing ! 
 
The silver flower from Sirius energy is very healing ! I felt it soothing ! My mother had a 
sprain in her wrist and i applied the energy for 5 minutes before she went to sleep and 
the next morning she was feeling better ! 
 
Ariel's sea star energy is a very calm cooling energy ! Felt the strong presence of 
Archangel Ariel! 
 
Sun star from Jophiel is strong energy ! I felt lot of heat while working with the energy !It 
boost up confidence ! 
 
Crystal Flame of Uriel is very helpful in reducing self sabotage ! 
 
Butterfly of Palea is a beautiful energy to meditate ! It gently opens the crown chakra 
and helps to connect with divine with ease ! 
 
Really enjoyed these energies and very thankful to you both for sharing these amazing 
energies with the world ! 
 
Warm Regards, 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 
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"...today I received the Magenta Attunement at 11:30 CEST - It was a great attunement. 
It started with the vision of light dancing around my belly, Etherical cords were cut, then 
the energy became more reddish, almost like fire and moved to my chest. I saw 
different symbols and got rid of negative energies, after 20 minutes the attunement was 
done - but I still felt the presence of a beautiful, angel-like-energy :-) ! Afterwards I felt 
vitalized and full of inner light. Thank you Ole for this blissful experience! :-) 
 
I was curious to use the energy, so I started the first Reiki session for myself in the 
afternoon. It started slowly, somehow gentle, then it got stronger. An inner voice said, 
this might be a great energy for "past life" issues, so I put my hands together and said 
"for my past life issues". It became a powerful healing session then, and lasted for one 
hour ! The energy was joyful and positive but hot and burning like fire !!! It was powerful 
healing energy and somehow related to the fire element and I am very happy I can use 
the "magenta reiki" in future ! Thanks for this great attunement..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Thank you so much for sending the energies from Nature Connection package & the 
beautiful certificates! 
 
All of them are pure and strong energies ! 
 
I have tried self treatment with all of them . 
 
Ametrine essence.... I found it excellent for the clarity of mind ! Its extremely calming too 
! 
 
Deep Orange Ray energies are excellent for rejuvenation & grounding and very useful 
for daily use! 
 
Blue Sea Shell energies are extremely purifying energies ! it really opens up the throat 
chakra and cleanses it! 
 
Copper Hexagon Essence is excellent energy for protection ! 
 
Astara's gift energy is very calming ..excellent meditative energy for connecting with the 
nature & recovering from the chaos of the world ! 
 
With deepest gratitude & warmest regards… 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Dear Ole & Marijana, 
 
Thank you for the beautiful certificate & the energy attunements! 
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10 spiritual gifts are amazing .. I am using white glove of Pales & white apple of Heres a 
lot .. 
 
All of them are amazing ! absolutely love them! They are precious gifts ! 
 
Many thanks for sharing this gift and also for the kindness to make it available as a 
special weekend package! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Hi Ole, 
 
thank you very much for the attunements you have send me today. 
 
I like specialy the Deep Orange ray. My feet stand much better on the floor, it's really 
grounding. I think It will help me much. 
 
Blessings and THANK YOU!!!!!! :-) 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...It was one of the most amazing and wonderful attunement experiences that I have 
received in my life ! 
 
I'm very grateful for that and I feel that I will experience great spiritual evolution and 
healing experience with these systems. The energy is very pure and powerful, I can say 
these are real divine attunement very different from other systems currently offered on 
the web. It's like received directly from the source of all. 
 
I have received some vision from Kuthumi and since this experience I know that 
Kuthumi is a true avatar of our time..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I must say that the Emerald Essence energy is SO beautiful. I absolutely love that 
energy!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Thank you for preparing for the wonderful attunements. They were very special and I 
was extremely honored to receive them directly from you..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Emerald Essence is becoming one of my favorites. I'm using it everyday..." 
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•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Just wanted to say that I am very impressed by your attunements. I have worked with 
different energy systems and your work really stands out. I feel the energy of your 
attunements as being very pure and yet very strong and effective. I believe that in times 
of global transition such as now, work like yours is very timely and needed. I am really 
looking forward to work with your energy system and be able to learn as much as 
possible. It is already helping me in so many ways..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Since receiving attunement to Golden Light, it is my happiness energy. 
 
I decided to experiment with all the new energies. The results have been impressive! 
 
Thank you for energizing my crystal. I love Emerald Essence. To experiment with the 
energized crystal I taped it to my shirt over my heart. After about a minute I began to 
notice the same wonderful benefits as experienced during a self treatment with Emerald 
Essence. I felt fantastically calm & balanced- stress level went way down. I'll keep this 
energized crystal with me always! 
 
Being motivated by the crystal experiment-- I began re-reading the Gold Reiki manual. 
(There isn't a new manual for Golden Light) As a replacement for Gold Reiki I wanted to 
test it. I decided to test it at physical healing. My right knee has a twist injury. Using a 
technique in Gold Reiki "opening objects to Gold Reiki" I intended my knee be opened 
to "Golden Light". A moment after opening the knee to "Golden Light" the discomfort 
decreased 80% I was in awe! Would it last? What did this do? 
 
It wasn't somatic pain -it was a real physical injury. Reiki treatments were of little help, 
BUT this technique of taking objects and opening them to the energy DID HELP!!! I 
went outside and did an hour of gardening--still guarding the knee--but moving it without 
pain. Something changed-and FAST! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...This is great Ole. I held my stone [Emerald Essence] in a healing session yesterday 
and my eyes feel much better. Thank you for the valuable gift..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I spend the weekend at courses of old Finnish natural healing & energy systems. We 
learned to measure things with a twig. I measured the bio-energy (chi) radius of my 
bean in Friday without Emerald Essence. It was 2 cm. I measured the radius again 
today with Emerald Essence. It was 26 metres!..." 
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•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Wow, I received the attunement last night. It was awesome. I have received many 
many attunements, but nothing like this!...It was not a good idea to receive the 
attunement at night before sleep, because the energy was so intense that I could not 
sleep... But I loved it!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Older testimonials for Kundalini Reiki: 
 
"...I felt the energy starting flowing, and my body got hotter, and my chakras were 
vibrant and energy flowing through them and I felt various energy sensations for a while. 
 
This was done in the night before bed, and after around 30 minutes or so I felt very 
charged and full of energy. It was like I wanted to go work out or something, and it was 
impossible to sleep that night. I was awake until around 10 the next morning before I 
managed to get to bed and sleep. 
 
And that is interesting, as it is very similar to experiences I've had with Kuthumi, as in 
some cases he have "charged" me with energy and done some energy work on me to 
remove blockages etc and expand my chakras and various other things, and in these 
experiences the same thing happened, I was left fully "charged" and wide awake and 
could not sleep those nights either. 
 
At one point during the attunement he actually appeared for me in a meditative state 
and seemed to be "overseeing" the process. This part was an inner vision sort of 
experience, and not the usual where I astral project and meet him in other planes. 
 
So my conclusion is that the attunement certainly was received properly, and had strong 
effects in my case, and I want to say thanks for the time :)..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...People are very happy and surprised with the KR 2008 version !!!!!! I love the power 
in hands ... it's very nice to REALLY feel the sensations it gives. Keep up the good work 
you are doing with this..." 
 
"...wonderfull sensation during the attunement; first light such as a rainbow surrounding 
me and after some time a wonderfull gold light surrounding me..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...It was an utterly beautiful experience. I am not very visual, but I am feeling quite a lot 
on the energy side. After the attunement my foot chakras were incredibely widenend, 
something like 10 cm! This is especially great for me, as I tend to "loose my earth". The 
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meditation that followed the attunement was pure bliss. I felt again short cold currents of 
air around the 6th chakra. They tend to manifest in my meditations recently..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...At the begining, I was a little afraid that the attunement would not work for me (it was 
my first distance attunement). But I had a lot of tickles along the arms in the begining. 
Then, all around the crown chakra. The impression of a golden light around me for 
some time and then to be near the sun and his light. And I fall asleep ! :-) At the end of 
the attunement, I put my hands on my heart chakra and they were incredibly hot ! (and 
yet, I am a Reiki Usui master). That was coooooooooolll and fun ! Thank you Ole...! 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Thanks for getting the attunement sent to me so quickly! I was recently attuned to 
Kundalini Reiki Master by a friend. I didn't feel anything from her attunements. 
Somehow I was led to you page while searching for something unrelated. Felt like it was 
a sign to be attuned again by you. Wow, I've never felt an attunement like I felt the KR1 
that you sent. My whole body got hot and it felt like I had white light surrounding me. 
The intensity of the energy was amazing. I'm so impressed, I'm going to order the KR2 
and KR3 from you right now..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...The KR3 upgrade was awesome..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I practise several kinds of Reiki, I go to a spiritual healer, I see & feel angels, I´m 
talking to God, I´m all my ages... etc. Something "far-out" happens to me every day and 
it´s good. It all began from my first KR attunement from you in early July. Thank you!..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I felt the energy coming to me already some hours before I got your email...To be 
honest I was and am surprised about the strength, didn´t expect it as I already had been 
attuned to all the Boosters..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...I want to express my sincere thanks to you for making KR3 2008 available. That was 
the best attunement I have ever experienced! 
 
I decided to receive the attunement in the morning this time since when I received the 
Tachyon attunement late at night, I was so charged up and could not sleep until 5 am! 
When the attunement began, my body began to twitch (my usual reaction), but then 
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something totally unexpected happened. I felt I was surrounded with vast, infinite love 
from Divine, and I reached the state of total bliss. I could not stop my tears running 
down. The love that I felt was beyond words. It was so beautiful. I felt the attunement 
ended after about 13 minutes, but I remained there for a while enjoying the complete 
peace in my mind... I always perceived Kundalini energy as something extremely 
powerful that is rather difficult to control and can be dangerous if awakened in someone 
unprepared, but I began to wonder if the true nature of Kundalini energy is pure love..." 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
Receiving the Kundalini Reiki 3 attunement made me realize much more how great a 
gift this method of energy healing really is. Not only its simplicity but especially its 
effectiveness is amazing. The 7 extra attunements that come together with KR 3 in one 
stroke make this healing approach very broad and solid. I felt the energy of the 
attunement was coming in, crescending and descending, in 3 waves. After the 15 
minutes of attunement a highly vibrating field of energy was present in my whole body, 
a much stronger field than before the attunement. Now 6 days after the attunement the 
upward moving Kundalini energy still seems to be a permanent reality. Above my head I 
feel a powerful fountain of energy. The depth of the healing energy of the additional 
attunements like DNA reiki and Past Life reiki are profound. I look forward to apply the 
Kundalini healings soon to other people. 
 

•❅──────✧❅✦❅✧──────❅• 

 
"...Thank you for the attunement. I felt intense vibrations during the attunement and it 
was a very soothing experience..." 

 


